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Customer grouping and knowledge extra tion for these groups are important to online businesses be ause it
allows purposeful appli ation of marketing te hniques. Individuals an be personally served with the groups,
depending on the identied interests and preferen es. In this arti le, we suggest a way to identify and reate
user groups by pro essing website usage data. We use the logs stored in the server log data for the visit to
a sele ted website and then retrieve and pro ess the text ontent of the visited web pages. The approa h
is based on the te hnology for natural language pro essing and uses the methods for lustering of text
do uments. The experimental testing of this method is done with the software produ t RapidMiner and data
from visits to a Bulgarian e-shop.
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Introdu tion

When working with large amounts of data, similar obje ts are often grouped in homogeneous
sets. This allows the mass of the data to be redu ed and the pro ess of analysis to be made easier.
The making of individual groups of data that represent dierent sets of similar obje ts is alled
lustering.
Frequently in the marketing analyzes the following segmentation is used  dividing the ustomers
into groups based on a riterion or an indi ator in order to later be able to apply ertain marketing
impa ts on the groups. This is why in this resear h we oer the usage of lustering to identify groups
of users, to whi h a dierentiated way of servi ing and spe ial oers, based on their interests, an
be used.
The approa h that is suggested in this arti le is based on website usage data and the appli ation
of te hnologies for natural language pro essing on the text ontents of the visited web pages.
 1 . Related Work

The extra tion of knowledge from web sour es in literature is known as Web Mining [1℄. It's the
way of applying te hnologies for extra ting knowledge on web resour es  do uments, hyperlinks,
tags, server log les et . Even though this pro ess is generally based on Data Mining te hnologies,
the spe i s in it are onne ted to the fa t that the data is dierent, initially it's in an unstru tured
form and they need to be pro essed and stru tured [2℄.
Depending on the general types of Internet resour es, whi h are used in the pro ess of WM there
are three main types of extra ting knowledge (Fig. 1) [3, 4℄.
• Web ontent mining (WCM)  extra ting of useful data from the ontent of web do uments. It
is known that in the Internet spa e there is a lot of do uments, most of whi h are unstru tured
or semi-stru tured. By pro essing their ontent, the most essential part of the text an be
extra ted, to separate key on epts and identify asso iative relations. For example, using
automati lassi ation and grouping web pages by their subje ts the following things an be
explored: what the visitors are sear hing for on a ertain e-shop and to nd spe i patterns
for the set group of people; nding models in web pages on the basis of des riptions of the
produ ts; analyzing messages with opinions from forums et .
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Fig 1.

Web Mining types

• Web stru tured mining (WSM)  nding useful data in hyperlinks by using the stru ture of
the in oming and out oming onne tions (topology) in web. To do that the graph theory is
applied to analyze a site and its link stru ture. In the last ouple of years, the stru ture of web
pages is widely used for analyzing signi ant information. The resear hes on web stru ture
are inuen ed by the resear h for so ial networks and the analysis of quotations.
• Web usage mining (WUM)  dis overing users' models based on the data for using Internet
resour es. It helps in nding templates in the ow of li ks and asso iated data, grouped or
generated be ause of the users' intera tion with websites. The re ords for the logging to servers
are analyzed for the purposes of WUM and information about the sets of pages, obje ts or
resour es, whi h are often a essed by groups of users with ommon interests, is delivered.
For WCM, where data is retrieved from webpages, it is ne essary to apply the natural language
pro essing (NLP) te hnology to onvert the text into a form suitable for analysis. The on ept NLP
`is a eld of omputer s ien e and linguisti on erned with the intera tions between omputers and
human (natural) language' [5℄.
Dierent aspe ts of the pro essing of unstru tured data and text are handled by many resear hers.
In general, the dis overy of knowledge in unstru tured text data in the literature is known as Text
Mining (TM) [6℄. The authors of [7℄ state that TM is mainly used for: `information extra tion, topi
tra king, summarization, ategorization, lustering, on ept linkage, information visualization, and
question answering'. Typi al TM tasks are similar and Pena-Ayla des ribes them as: text ategorization, text lustering, on ept/entity extra tion, produ tion of granular taxonomies, sentiment
analysis, do ument summarization, and entity relation modelling [8℄.
Be ause our assignment is to identify groups for marketing purposes, we dire t our attention
to lustering, whi h allows sear hing for independent groups  lusters that are non-intermittent
homogeneous sets of similar obje ts [4℄. Grouping of data allows their size to be redu ed and makes
the analysis easier. For example, grouping an be applied to the lients. It's known that the users
are dierent, they have dierent needs and requirements on the mer handize and like dierent ways
of shopping. That is a premise for their segmentation and for the usage of dierentiated methods
when servi ing them.
There are multiple algorithms for lustering, whi h in general an be divided into hierar hi al and
non-hierar hi al [9℄. Hierar hi al lustering whi h in ludes agglomerative and divisive algorithms.
In agglomeration methods, onse utive merging of units and lusters is performed. It starts with
a few lusters representing the individual units and, after su essive mergers, a luster is brought
together, integrating all units. In divisive methods, the approa h is the opposite  it starts with a
luster that unites all units, and after su essive divisions ends with many lusters, ea h unit forming
a separate luster. From existing luster methods developed, hierar hi al agglomeration methods
are most ommonly used. The results are represented by a tree diagram that graphi ally shows the
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hierar hi al stru ture re eived from the matrix of similarity and luster merger rules. There are
dierent strategies for merging obje ts into lusters and then to lusters themselves. The methods
of the between-groups linkage and the nearest neighbor are used when reating lusters in the form
of a ` hain'.
From the non-hierar hi al algorithms the most distributed one is K-Means Cluster, by Hartigan
and Wong [10℄. In the beginning the hosen k random exit enters (points in spa e) and all obje ts
are divided into k groups, depending on whi h enter they are losest to. The distan e proximity
to enters is determined by one of the methods  Eu lidean distan e, squared Eu lidean distan e,
Chebyshev distan e, et . After that the mew enter of the luster is al ulated, based on the average
values of the obje ts, resulting in the fa t that some obje ts already fall into another luster. The
pro edure is repeated re ursively until the lusters' enters stop hanging. This algorithm is used in
a predened number of lusters.
 2 . Approa h for identifying groups for marketing purposes

As already mentioned, for the purpose of our resear h we will fo us our attention on analysis of
already visited web pages and their grouping based on analysis of their textual ontent.
We suggest a model for identifying marketing groups, whi h is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig 2.

Model for identifying market groups by text lustering

The pro ess of identifying market groups through a textual lassi ation of the ontent of visited
web pages in ludes the following steps:
1. Reading and transforming log to sessions. It's done by reading logles that are text
les, also alled journals or diaries, and in whi h data is stored for visits to a website. These les
dier in their format, depending on the type of web server, but ontain the following master data:
the user's IP address; the time when the site is loaded, the address from whi h the user omes; the
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type of browser and operating system used by the user, et . Reading the logles and ling them in
a tabular form is based on the knowledge of the format and type of text logles.
2. Data
leaning. Remove the irrelevant data from logles. Su h are missing values and
hyperlinks pointing to the following types of resour es: gif, jpeg, video, audio, ss, et . That helps
to signi antly de rease the size of the logles [11℄.
3. Generating do uments from web pages. At this stage, based on the saved web addresses
of the visited webpages from ea h user session, textual do uments with generated web text are
generated.
4. Generating word ve tors from a web page
ontent. To prepare lustering data, a
transformation from unstru tured to stru tured format is needed. The so- alled Ve tor spa e model
(VSM) is used. In it ea h text do ument is represented as ve tors [12℄.
To lter the multiple words from the unne essary words, those who do not arry useful information at this stage the pro ess text prepro essing is used, whi h often in ludes:
 tokenize  splits the text of a do ument into a sequen e of tokens;
 lter tokens  lter tokens  based on their length;
 transform ases  transforms all hara ters in a do ument to lower ones;
 stem  repla es words with their basi forms;
 lter stop words  removes stopwords from a do ument.
In addition, some terms may be removed at this stage, the frequen y of whi h is very small, and
per resear hers they are words that annot be representative of the luster they fall into [13℄.
5. Clustering. For lustering to take pla e, it is ne essary to sele t a lustering algorithm to
apply over the generated word ve tors. Although there is virtually no `best' lustering algorithm,
based on multiple studies of text lustering [9,14,15℄ we an say that K-means lustering algorithm is
an e ient algorithm for text lustering. The next step is to determine the number of lusters. There
is no unambiguous rule for this task. Experiments with dierent number of groups are performed
and the optimal option is hosen.
 3 . Approbation and results

The approa h presented in the previous se tion is tested using one of the most popular open
sour e software for Data Mining  RapidMiner [16℄. This software platform has multiple operators
through whi h you an build and visualize pro esses. RapidMiner has a spe ial add-on for text and
web mining.
For experimental purposes, we use a log le by a Bulgarian e-shop whi h sells over 25 000 items 
home goods, gifts and souvenirs, o e supplies, s hool supplies, and more. The website's domain is
in Bulgarian and so is the interfa e of the e-shop.
The identi ation of user groups is a omplished by following the steps proposed in paragraph 3.
For the reading and transforming server log using RapidMiner we have built the model shown in
Fig. 3.

Fig 3.

Model for reading and transforming server logles
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To su essfully re ognize the logle stru ture, we use a standard onguration le .xml le for the
Apa he web server as the parameter of the Read Server Log operator, in whi h the logle stru ture
is set. As a result, we get a stru tured le that is in the form of a two-dimensional table (Fig. 4).

Fig 4.

Result of identifying visited web pages

We save the data in .xlsx format to make it easier to lter and remove the missing URL and
address values pointing to gif, jpeg, png, and ss resour es. For ea h of the sessions, repeating IP
addresses are also removed. After this Data Cleaning stage, the number of web pages from whi h
the text ontent is to be extra ted is signi antly redu ed. Virtually 1/3 of the originally identied
and saved web pages remains. To retrieve, pro ess, and group the text again, we use RapidMiner
and the model built in Fig. 5.

Fig 5.

Model of the text extra tion pro ess and lustering

The Get Pages operator retrieves text from web pages, and Data to Do uments is used to generate
text do uments from web pages. It should be noted that the re eived text do uments ontain as
well as the text and the html ode of the page. Be ause of the html tags, the attributes annot
extra t essential information whi h an be useful for further text pro essing, it is ne essary to lter
the text and remove html business words. To do this, we use a vo abulary spe ially reated by us
with English words plus the words used by Hypertext Markup Language.
In the presentation of the text as word ve tors (through Pro ess Do uments), we use word
frequen y al ulation in the example ase by TFIDF (Term Frequen y  Inverse Do ument Frequen y) weighing. This indi ator is statisti s whi h shows how important the word for a olle tion
of do uments or orpus is. TFIDF in reases its value in proportion to the number of o urren es
of the word, but also the frequen y of the word in the body be ause some words as a rule appear
more often in the texts.
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Text pro essing in ludes the following sub-pro esses (Fig. 6):

• divides the text into words (Tokenize);
• removing words shorter with a length of less than or equal to 3 letters (Filter Tokens by
Length);
• onverting letters into small ones (Transform Cases);
• onverting words into a normal form using Porter's algorithm (Stem Porter);
• deleting English terms, whi h are only html tags and other business words (Filter Stopwords
with a spe ially reated di tionary);
• erasing, et . redundant words in Bulgarian (Filter Stopwords with a glossary of redundant
words in Bulgarian).

Fig 6.

Text pre-pro essing

The result is a table with words, how many times they o ur in the text, and in whi h do ument
the word o urs. Table 1 shows part of the list of words.
Table 1.
Word

Figurine
De orative
Cerami s
Wooden
Fabri
Figurine
S hool
Flowers
Seasons
Notebook
Tiara
...

Result of text pro essing  list of words re eived
Total O

urren es

400
389
382
376
359
356
344
334
280
277
276
...

Do ument O

urren es

20
18
20
6
20
20
10
4
4
19
6
...

The nal step is lustering using the K -means lustering method. The pro ess of luster grouping
is as follows. First, luster enters are dened, then lustering units are distributed using dierent
algorithms to measure the distan es of ea h unit to the enters. At the last stage, luster enters are
updated by re-measuring unit distan es to new enters and reallo ating them if ne essary. The update pro ess lasts until the luster enter hanges ex eed the onvergen e riteria or a predetermined
maximum number of iterations is rea hed.
As we have already said, the similarity between obje ts is based on a measure of distan e between
them, and metri s for al ulating similarity are extremely important be ause they lead to a dierent
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distribution of do uments by group. Based on studies on the appli ation of metri s for al ulating
similarity, some authors suppose that K -means using Eu lidean distan e metri distan e does not
produ e su h good results, and it is advisable to use other algorithms to nd similarity [17,18℄. Other
authors, however, who onsider the lustering of textual do uments in their studies, on lude that the
Eu lidean algorithm produ es the best result [19℄. Based on our experiments using the RapidMiner
software and using the DaviesBouldin index metri [20℄ for evaluating lustering algorithms, we
found that the best results were obtained with the Eu lideanDistan e measure. The results of our
experiments are shown in Table 2.
It is seen that 10 dierent metri s have been ompared to al ulate similarity to nd the algorithm
that reates lusters with low internal luster distan es and high luster spa ing distan es and thus
has the lowest DaviesBouldin index. Tests are performed with 2, 3 and 4 luster groups, and
the table shows the absolute values of the results obtained. It should be noted that the results in
RapidMiner are obtained in negative numbers, as the software produ t is designed to work in this
way to maximize the e ien y of the pro ess. The table shows that for k = 2 and k = 4 Eu lidean
has the best results, and for k = 3 it is in 2nd pla e. This auses us to on lude that in our ase it
is best to use this algorithm.
Table 2.

A sample table for a sample le

Eu lideanDistan e
Cheby hevDistan e
CorrelationSimilarity
CosineSimilarity
Di eSimilarity
InnerProdu tSimilarity
Ja ardSimilarity
ManhattanDistan e
MaxProdu tSimilarity
OverlapSimilarity

k=2
2.847
3.209
3.448
3.066
3.200
3.200
3.200
3.246
3.268
3.475

k=3
2.598
2.630
2.964
2.702
2.920
2.964
2.920
2.530
2.804
2.717

k=4
1.187
2.556
2.564
2.210
2.665
2.665
2.665
2.197
2.190
2.578

Based on the experiments and veri ation of the data obtained for identifying groups for marketing purposes based on luster analysis of the visited web pages, we suggest using the K -means
lustering algorithm with the Eu lideanDistan e measure.
The resulting groupings and the basi terms that are losest to the entroid of the orresponding
luster help to reate a prole of the identied groups and arry out targeted marketing a tivity
with the users who fall into the respe tive groups. For example, when splitting the do uments into
4 groups, the rst luster's words whi h are the losest to the entroid are: gurine, tiara, erami s,
souvenir (Table 3), whi h may be the reason for sending the users from this identied session to
promotional oers for similar items.
Table 3.

Attributes from luster _0

Attribute

Figurine
Tiara
Cerami s
Souvenir
Key hain
Statuette
Metal
...

Cluster 0

0.079
0.069
0.066
0.064
0.064
0.060
0.059
...
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Con lusion

The present study proposes an approa h for identifying groups that an be used for marketing
purposes. The approa h is based on pro essing the server logles and luster analysis of the texts
from the visited web pages. Approbation is made on the approa h with the RapidMiner software
produ t and data from the visits to a Bulgarian e-shop. The results show that the proposed approa h an be su essfully used to analyze webpage attendan e. The new knowledge gained from
the proposed analysis approa h ould help improve and rene ustomer relationship management
pro esses and other marketing a tivities. Currently, extra ting and su essfully analyzing data from
Internet resour es ould be an important ompetitive advantage for ompanies operating in online
environments.
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